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Whilst our Corps badge will be familiar to all readers, 
many may not be aware that the colour version 
shown above is the Army’s officially endorsed version. 
In a recent Army Branding project the badge was 
recreated digitally from the original hand-painted 
design that was submitted to and approved by 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.  Over time, various 
unauthorised colour versions of the badge have been 
used, many of which confuse the arrangement and 
colouration of the ribbon and the laurel branches and 
leaves. Individuals and units are requested to note 
that this is the only endorsed version and that any 
requests for its use are to be made through the Head 
of Corps Cell and in accordance with the Australian 
Army Brand Manual.
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Dear Colleagues,

It is with a great deal 
of pride that I write 
this foreword to the 
2018 Pointsman 
Journal. For various 
reasons, the 
Pointsman has not 
been published since 
the 2012 edition 
and I, like many 

members of the Corps Executive and the broader 
readership, keenly missed the publication as our 
principal means of communicating ideas surrounding 
RACMP-related capability development: news of 
operational activities; and the opportunity to reflect 
upon moments in our shared, rich and often colourful 
history. I’m pleased to see that this edition picks up 
on all of those themes and reminds me of the broad 
range of activities our Corps is involved in together 
with the remarkable quality of our people that 
comprise the RACMP. Thanks to all contributors.

I have been honoured to serve as Head of Corps 
during a period where our history and capability have 
been both recognised and developed. 2016 saw the 
Corps coming together in Canberra to celebrate our 
centenary and although I was unfortunately unable 
to join the Australian celebrations, it was a privilege 
to be part of a small Military Police contingent in 
Afghanistan to recognise the occasion. Additionally, 
a significant amount of work has been and is being 
conducted by both the Army History Unit and Corps 
members to establish a modern and relevant Corps 
Museum.  

FOREWORD:
HEAD OF CORPS, ROYAL AUSTRALIAN CORPS OF MILITARY POLICE
Brigadier Cheryl Pearce, AM

Our Force Modernisation Review matured in 2017 
and the outcomes of this body of work informed our 
contribution to and the development of a Capability 
Statement that articulates the essence of military 
policing with the context of the Land environment.  
In addition to our Army modernisation focus, our 
organisational structures and capabilities have been 
subject to significant change. The first has been 
the establishment of the Joint Military Police Unit 
(JMPU). The Corps will contribute over 50% of the 
manning that will encompass the full spectrum of 
general duties policing effects as well as an improved 
intelligence and joint modernisation capability. The 
move of the PM-A and the DPU into the JMPU 
capability will provide the joint effect required by the 
ADF. There will be challenges as the JMPU reaches 
maturity however with a collaborative approach, the 
capability will improve markedly.  

1 MP Bn remains as Army’s dedicated operational 
Military Police capability and now proudly takes 
its place in the Army Order of Battle under the 
command of 6th Combat Support Brigade. The 
Battalion’s modernisation and training has seen it 
mature significantly and is aligned to CA’s intent for 
‘continuous learning, adaptation and transformation’.  

Our people remain the centre and focus of 
the Corps.  It is our leadership, character and 
professionalisation that determines our opportunities 
and capability effects.  Without these traits we will 
become irrelevant, and not looked to as a force of 
choice. I seek that we all take responsibility for our 
actions and continually seek excellence in what 
we do.  Our recruiting remains strong with quality 
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individuals joining the Corps. We are also ‘leaning 
in’ on addressing the gender imbalance in Defence 
with a 30% female representation across the Corps 
in 2019. 

As we move forward into 2019 and the Corps 
Conference in Brisbane, I have set the three main 
themes for discussion: modernisation, individual 
training and collective training. I look forward once 
again to some meaningful and robust conversations 
as we shape our vision for the Corps and align 
our goals to those of CA’s ‘Army in Motion’ and 
our contribution in the joint arena. My intent is that 
outcomes from the biennial Corps Conference will 
influence the content of our Corps Synchronisation 
Matrix, which in turn will be used to inform and 
drive our discussions at the triannual Military Police 
Executive Committee Meetings. 

I would like to personally thank our outgoing COL 
COMDT John Cook “Cookie” who has been an 
instrumental part of not only my journey but that 
of the Corps. It has been his passion and interest 
in us as a Corps, and his support in capturing our 
history and people through the establishment of the 
MPAA that makes him forever part of the Corps. I 
also welcome our new COL COMDT Glenn Wahlert 
who has hit the ground running and is actively 
contributing to all that we do.  

I close by thanking the editorial staff who have spent 
long hours checking your submissions and working 
with you and the publishers to get this journal out.  
Without them the journal would not be possible.

For the troops and with the troops.

The Minister for Defence Personnel and Veterans’ Affairs, Darren Chester, MP, visited Australian Army soldiers at Exercise 
HAMEL 2018 in Shoalwater Bay on 23 June 2018.
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As a new, young 
officer marching-in 
to the Military Police 
School in Ingleburn, 
NSW, I recall a quote 
that an instructor 
had hung on the 
wall of one of the 
classrooms. It read,

We trained hard-
but it seemed that 

every time we were beginning to form up into teams 
we were reorganized. I was to learn later in life that 
we tend to meet any new situation by reorganizing, 
and what a wonderful method it can be for creating 
the illusion of progress while actually producing 
confusion, inefficiency, and demoralization.

Gaius Petronius Arbiter, Centurion, circa A.D. 60

Besides the fact that the quote is actually from a 
Captain Charlton Ogburn, a veteran of the Burma 
campaign in the Second World War, and that 
Petronius Arbiter was never a centurion, the quote 
has stuck with me. It has a resonance that we can 
all relate to as change is inevitable in any progressive 
society and it has been an enduring theme for the 
Australian Army since 1901. Over the years Army 
has responded to change as diverse as two world 
wars, financial uncertainty, technological change 
and, in more recent times, the changing face of 
warfare. Change is often hard, especially when 
valued traditions surround it, but it is only through the 
exchange of innovative ideas that Army and RACMP 

FOREWORD:
COLONEL COMMANDANT
Colonel Glenn Wahlert

can continue to evolve to meet the expectations of 
the ADF, the Australian government and Australian 
society.

As the tempo of our operational commitments has 
decreased so we can expect government to seek its 
‘peace dividend’. Change, especially necessitated 
by financial constraint, has always followed the 
Australian Army’s major operational deployments. 
As such it is a worthwhile exercise to be proactive 
and plan for the next change cycle by reflecting 
and capturing the lessons we have learned in 
recent operations and how they can apply to future 
generations of military police professionals, and the 
further development of our operational procedures 
and techniques. This is where our reinvigorated 
Pointsman magazine can help by providing an 
opportunity for informed and enlightened debate 
on the future of our Corps; t,o showcase military 
police issues past, present and future; and promote 
RACMP’s history, heritage and esprit de corps. The 
magazine will not only be distributed throughout the 
Corps, but also throughout the Australian Defence 
Organisation and to military police leaders globally, as 
such we seek to develop the Pointsman as RACMP’s 
premier professional journal.

I am delighted that we have been able to bring 
the Pointsman back and encourage all members 
of RACMP, from Private to Colonel, to contribute 
articles and to air and share your ideas and engage 
with the fundamental issues facing our profession 
in the 21st Century. Be challenging. Be provocative. 
Stimulate thought, discussion and change. It is 
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imperative that all in our Corps play an active role 
in shaping our future capabilities and operating 
concepts.

Congratulations to our soldiers and officers who have 
been recently promoted, or will be so promoted in 
the New Year, especially those assuming command 
and RSM appointments. Spare a thought for the 
military police currently deployed, and for those 
retired Corps’ members who have passed away this 
year. Finally, on behalf of the members of the Military 
Police Association of Australia, the very best for the 
Christmas season.

For the troops and with the troops.

Private Courtney Hennessy and Sapper Josef McLean on Exercise HAMEL 18.
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This edition of the 
Pointsman is long 
overdue! Upon 
assuming the 
appointment of 
Provost Marshal-
Army in 2017 it was 
my desire to re-raise 
this very important 
form of Corps 
communications, 
which was last 

produced in 2012. The Head of Corps (HOC) staff 
were challenged to produce this new 2018 edition, 
in recognition of the exceptional period in which the 
Corps finalised the celebrations of our Centenary 
year on 03 April 2017. 

During 2018 the Office of Provost Marshal-Army 
(OPM-A) became significantly engaged with assisting 
Army senior leadership decision making regarding 
the future intentions of the broader ADF Military 
Police (MP) capability. This was because of the Chief 
of Defence Force’s (CDF) directed ADF Service Police 
Capability Review. The outcomes and associated 
reform program of that review have had a substantial 
bearing on the future of the Royal Australian Corps 
of Military Police (RACMP). Hence the theme of this 
newest edition of the Pointsman will be a focus on 
a recognition of our heritage, modernisation of the 
Corps, and recognition of future MP capabilities. 

I would like to thank the staff within the OPM-A 
and HOC that have made this edition possible, 
particularly Lieutenant Colonel Narelle Powers and 
Major George Acheson-Thom. Additionally, I would 
like to thank all the contributors who have made 

FOREWORD: PROVOST MARSHAL – ARMY: 
END OF AN ERA
Lieutenant Colonel Dave McGarry, CSC

this reinvigorated journal possible – including our 
first electronic version thanks to the good people at 
Defence Publishing. I would also like to thank my 
predecessor Lieutenant Colonel Scott Foster, Mr 
John Cook, former Colonel Commandant, Warrant 
Officer Class One Ken Bullman, Corps Regimental 
Sergeant Major, OPM-A staff and other Corps 
members that assisted in making the RACMP 
Centenary celebrations a wonderful success.

Looking back in history the title of “Provost Marshal” 
can be traced back to the 12th Century and is 
rivalled only in antiquity by that of the Chaplain 
General. Theirs has never been an easy task and I 
draw upon His Majesty King Charles I’s words in the 
Articles of War from 1629:

“The Provost must have a horse allowed him 
and some soldiers to attend him, and all the rest 
commanded to obey and assist, or else the Service 
will suffer, for he is but one man and must correct 
many and therefore he cannot be beloved.”

Within our modern Australian history, the Provost 
Marshal-Army, currently in its 39th iteration, can 
trace its roots back to 1788 when Governor Admiral 
Arthur Phillip, conferred the appointment upon 
Henry Brewer. Provost Marshals and their staff 
have provided senior headquarters and the whole 
of the Australian Army with dedicated MP support 
and advice across the spheres of manoeuvre 
support, law enforcement, investigations, incident 
management and security operations, in domestic, 
overseas and deployed environments. 

In March 2017, the CDF directed a review of the 
ADF Service Police Capability, focused on optimising 
the Service Police effects as an ADF wide enterprise 
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capability whilst attempting to address the specific 
needs of each Service. 

The principal outcome of the reform was the 
establishment of a Joint Military Police Unit (JMPU) 
with effect 01 March 2018. This resulted in the 
consolidation of the OPM-A and the other two 
Service Provost Marshal offices under PM-ADF. 
In effect these Service Provosts Marshal will be 
disestablished by December 2018, and the MP 
Reform Program will integrate all ADF ‘core policing’ 
general duty and investigative capabilities, including 
Army’s Domestic Policing Unit (DPU). 

In January 2020 the new Joint MP Force (JMPF) 
will be established, as a unit under the JMPU, and 
the DPU as we know it will be disestablished by 
December 2019 and removed from Army’s Order 
of Battle. The JMPF will be the pre-eminent ADF 
MP unit responsible for policing the force functions 
across the ADF in all theatres domestic, overseas 
and on operations. Significantly, the 1st MP Battalion 
will remain within the Army Group, within the 6th 
Combat Support Brigade where it has just recently 
moved, in recognition of its combat support function 
in policing the force and policing in support of 
operations.  

As the 39th and last Provost Marshal-Army, it would 
be remiss of me to not recognise through this 
edition of the Pointsman the excellent work being 
undertaken by members of the RACMP in the DPU, 
1st MP Battalion, ADF Investigative Service, Defence 
Force School of Policing, and the members of the 
Corps on deployed operations or working in other 
training and staff appointments across Army and the 
ADF.  

Despite the disestablishment of the OPM-A and 
subsequent amalgamation of all general duties 
policing capabilities into the JMPU structure, the 
DPU has continuously enhanced its capability 
throughout 2018 in line with their primary functions 
of policing the force around Australia. This has 
included support to a number of unit and brigade 
level exercises, high profile activities such as the 
Chief of Army’s Land Forces Seminar, Brigade 
Open Days, ADF Academy Open Day and Royal 
Military College graduations. The DPU continues to 
provide reinforcing support to Exercise HAMEL and 
the ADF Investigative Service including exercises 
such as RIMPAC and Rifle Company Butterworth 
opportunities, with their 1st MP Battalion colleagues. 

Domestic Policing Unit support to V8 Supercars.
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The Corps continues to support deployed operations 
in a number of significant theatres including the 
International MP Unit and members deployed to 
Operations’ between ACCORDION, HIGHROAD and 
MAZURKA to mention a few. RACMP members have 
also supported some non-traditional activities such 
as drought fund raising events with V8 Supercars 
(Darwin and Townsville), the 2018 Commonwealth 
Games, the Invictus Games, all supporting our 
State and Territory Police colleagues. Some of our 
members were fortunate enough to undertake 
international engagement activities such as the 
Warrior Games, NATO Junior Officers Courses, Irish 
MP Courses and NATO Provost Marshal / MP Chiefs 
conferences sponsored through the OPM-A.  

In preparation for our transition to the new joint 
policing role and the application of required 
responses across a spectrum of contemporary 
policing situations, the DPU have been equipped 
with a range of new policing and patrol equipment 
thanks to the Commander Joint Capabilities and 
the PM ADF. Equipment and weaponry options are 
continuously being trialled and assessed for future 
introduction into service with both lethal and non-
lethal options being considered due to the ever-
increasing security threats. 

With technology enhancing police capability, we 
have begun to trial of new software applications and 
programs to increase more efficient investigative and 
evidence capturing practices. One example is the 
i-Witnessed program which enables MP patrols to 
immediately record information, capture imagery and 
record statements, as well as signatures at the crime 
scene. The 1st MP Battalion is doing some excellent 
work in the area of developing tactical forensics and 
is working closely with the ADF Investigative Service, 
the Intelligence Battalion and JMPU. This period also 
saw the MP Working Dog capabilities commencing 
their long awaited embedding within the supported 
Brigades. With the ADFIS / JMPU working hard 
on progressing legislative amendments and policy 
frameworks to better enable contemporary policing 
methodology, and intelligence-informed policing 
practices. The DPU has also recently seen the 
introduction into service of a Multirotor Unmanned 
Aerial System (MRUAS). The potential of this new 
capability in supporting the collection and gathering 
of evidence is well established and one that 
demonstrates how far we have come.

There is no doubt that modernisation is driving 
us forward and that change will always cause 
concern, but if we want to be a relevant provider 
of modern contemporary policing capability, we 
have to embrace these changes. We have come 
a long way, particularly since the days of King 
Charles I and Henry Brewer, the re-organisation of 
the Corps in 1993, the establishment of the 1st MP 
Battalion (August 2000) and the creation of the ADF 
Investigative Service (2008). The next iteration of 
our modern history sees the end of an era, on 14 
December 2018, with the closure of the OPM-A and 
disentitlement of the Provost Marshal - Army. The 
challenge to the Corps now is to continue to provide 
a professional MP capability that serves the needs of 
the Army and the ADF. 

Having joined the Corps in 1988 as a soldier, now 
culminating in my appointment as the Provost 
Marshal – Army, covering some 30 years as an MP, 
it has been a privilege to have held that appointment 
and serve you all as the last Provost Marshal of the 
Army.

For the troops and with the troops.   

L to R: Lance Corporal Tahlia Reid and Private Katherine 
Brown. Domestic Policing Unit.
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It was 2008, when 
I wrote my first 
article for the Corps 
Journal as Corps 
Regimental Sergeant 
Major (RSM). 
Several years past 
before we watched 
the ‘Pointsman’ 
slowly disappear as 
our annual Corps 
publication and so 

with it the opportunity for our members to pen their 
stories, lessons learnt and capture our contemporary 
history. Now 10 years later I have the opportunity 
again to reflect on the many developments for the 
Corps and pen another article as we see the revival 
of the ‘Pointsman’. 

Since being reappointed as Corps RSM in 2015 I 
have been witness to a number of notable occasions 
that we should be justly proud of. Our centenary 
celebrations commenced prematurely in 2015 during 
a Royal tour to Australia a small gathering of Corps 
members who convened at Victoria Barracks Sydney 
received a visit by the RACMP Colonel-in-Chief, 
Her Royal Highness, The Duchess of Cornwall in an 
early celebration of the Corps birthday. Then the rare 
occasion to have so many Military Police on parade 
in 2016 with our centenary parade at the Australian 
War Memorial Canberra, reviewed by His Excellency 
General Sir Peter Cosgrove the Governor General 
of Australia. Both were exceptional occasions and 
significant events in our history. 

FOREWORD:
REGIMENTAL SERGEANT MAJOR OF THE CORPS
Warrant Officer Class One Ken Bullman, OAM

In 2017, the Service Chiefs agreed to reform 
the ADF Military Police capability.  As part of this 
transformation, the Joint Service Police Group was 
renamed the Joint Military Police Unit and tasked 
with the delivery of policing capability within the joint 
environment. At maturity the ADF will be supported 
by a joint policing agency that will see all ADF police 
aligned across the three services in the delivery of 
policing effects. The reform will be complete when 
the discrete single service general duties policing 
elements, including Army’s Domestic Police Unit, 
are consolidated under the Provost Marshal ADF’s 
command.

Most recently in 2018, we saw the transition of 
command for the 1st Military Police Battalion from 
the 17th Brigade to the 6th Brigade. This transition 
ensures the Army’s deployable Military Police 
capability is positioned to align and work with other 
combat support capabilities. This has come after 
the successful integration of combat policing effects 
across each of our war fighting functions, setting the 
conditions for further capability modernisation.

While these are only three unique but significant 
occasions that are now set in our Corps’ modern 
history, it demonstrates what the Chief of Army 
describes in his statement of an Army in Motion; 
“Army serves the nation while progressively folding 
the future into the present through continuous 
learning, adaptation and transformation”. The Corps 
is accustomed to change and this is captured in our 
history. While change can be seen as disruptive, it 
must be accepted more then ever in the complex 
operating environment we exist in. Change needs 
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to be seen as an opportunity, to be seized in order 
for us to remain relevant and keep pace with the 
demands of an Army in Motion. 

In closing I would like to congratulate those that 
received awards for their superior performance and 

commitment to the Corps and the Army. Equally 
I congratulate those who will receive well-earned 
promotions. Best wishes for the festive season and 
Merry Christmas.

L to R: Corporal Dylan Hutchings and Sergeant Ashley Yewsang.
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In writing this editorial 
note, I took some 
time to reflect upon 
previous occasions, a 
number of years ago 
when I was tasked 
with editing our Corps 
magazine. It has never 
been an easy task, but 
it is a rewarding one, 
and I was very pleased 
to be doing so again. 

Many things have changed within and beyond the 
Royal Australian Corps of Military Police since the last 
Pointsman back in 2012. What has not changed is 
the need for Corps wide communications channels, 
of which this magazine is an important one. This 
publication should enable a contemporary dialogue 
about our challenges, successes, lessons learnt and 
our heritage. I believe we have captured some rich 
examples of that with this revived edition. I would 
encourage every member of the Corps past and 
present to engage with and contribute to this journal. 
After all, it is the place where all our voices should 
be heard and our critical ideas debated, regardless 
of rank, position, or where we are in our respective 
careers. 

In addition to the Pointsman, we now have a recently 
launched Corps website, thanks to the Deputy Provost 
Marshal – Army, Major George Acheson-Thom. Our 
website will complement our journal by providing easy 
access to important Corps information. You will find it 
at http://drnet/Army/RACMP/Pages/Home.aspx 

EDITORIAL NOTE:
STAFF OFFICER GRADE ONE TO HEAD OF CORPS
Lieutenant Colonel Narelle Powers

I would like to thank everybody who contributed 
to the making of this 2018 Pointsman journal by 
providing articles and images. I would also invite you 
to provide any feedback you may have.

POINTSMAN JOURNAL

The Royal Australian 
Corps of Military Police
For the troops and with the troops

The Official Publication of the 
Royal Australian Corps of Military Police

2018 Edition
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THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT FOR JOINT MILITARY 
POLICE – JOINT MILITARY POLICE UNIT 2020
Lieutenant Colonel Ben Respondek

1  Dept. of Defence, First Principles Review – Creating One Defence - 2015.

The Australian 
Defence Force 
(ADF) Military Police 
Reform Program sits 
front and centre for 
the modernisation 
of Military Police 
(MP) within the 
ADF. By January 
2020, within the 
Joint environment, 
the ADF will be 

supported by a more cohesive, enterprise level, 
general duties and investigative capability known as 
the Joint Military Police Unit (JMPU). Both the Office 
of the Provost Marshal Army, as well as the Domestic 
Policing Unit, will be merged into the JMPU. Similar 

group transfers will occur in both Navy and Air 
Force. By December 2018, there will be one Provost 
Marshal, Provost Marshal ADF and by December 
2019, the JMPU will grow from approximately 110 
positions to 336 full-time positions, and over 500 in 
total including Reservists. These changes will all be 
achieved through group transfers from Army, Navy 
and Air Force into Joint Capabilities Group. 

Conceived with the ADF First Principles Review1 
in mind, policing within the Joint environment will 
be more efficient, consistent and holistic. From 
2020, the JMPU will provide improved support 
to operations through increased involvement 
within Headquarters Joint Operations Command. 
Regionally, eight Military Police Stations will be 
established, the general duties and investigative 
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MP from all three services, who provide a policing 
effect within the Joint environment, will be under 
the command and control of a single Major (or 
equivalent)2 within that region. This new command 
and control arrangement will ensure that police 
effects are tailored to the requirements of regional 
and local needs. 

Since March 2018, all ADF police operating within 
the Joint environment are known as MP. In the 
near future, Joint MP will be issued new personal 
protective equipment, communications systems 
and use-of-force options such as Taser, to enable 
personnel to more effectively undertake their roles. 
Our operations will be guided by a national policing 
strategy and we will be empowered to undertake 
increased proactive police work in support of both 
the strategic and regional need. Since our transition 
to Joint Capabilities Group in February this year, 
we have enjoyed a level of access to ADF senior 
leadership that has not been experienced previously. 
The momentum in modernisation now being enjoyed 
is due in a large part to the support provided by our 
new capability owner, Chief Joint Capabilities.

Professionally, with the expansion of JMPU, a range 
of new career opportunities will become available for 
the individuals who make up the MP workforce. As 
is the case in 1 Military Police Battalion (1 MP Bn), 
JMPU will have command positions at Corporal, 
Sergeant, Warrant Officer Class Two and Warrant 
Officer Class One, including Regimental Sergeant 
Major  Joint Military Police Force (JMPF) and the 
pinnacle being the Command Warrant Officer  of 
the JMPU (Tier B). Similarly, Officers will compete 
for command of the Joint MP Stations at Brisbane, 
Townsville, Darwin and Melbourne and later, as 
Commanding Officer of the JMPF, and ultimately 
as Provost Marshal ADF. When fully established, 
JMPU will offer an attractive posting option, giving 
both career opportunities as well as the prospect 
of undertaking real-time police work. For Major 
and below, from January 2020, JMPU will offer a 
spectrum of police work in both general duties and 
investigations at eight locations around the nation3. 

2  Not including 1 MP Bn. 1 MP Bn does not operate in the joint environment. 1 MP Bn will not be absorbed into JMPU in 2020.
3  For more information on the positions available from Jan 2020 within JMPU please visit the ADF MP Reform Program web page:http://drnet.

defence.gov.au/JCG/JMPU/Pages/ADF-MP-Plan.aspx.

From now and into the future, JMPU will be central 
to the development of professional policing capability 
within the ADF.

Our Corps is not unfamiliar with significant 
organisational change. Since I joined the Corps 
in 2005, both ADFIS and DPU have emerged as 
well-respected policing organisations. 1 MP Bn 
has modernised and recently moved to 6 Brigade 
where many believe it can contribute most. Now, 
members of RACMP are positioned at the forefront 
of establishing a policing capability beyond anything 
that has existed within the ADF previously. Soon, we 
will make up a large component of a tri-Service outfit 
that blends together Service histories, cultures and 
the requirements of each Service. Moving forward, 
as JMPU and 1 MP Bn continue to work side by side 
in the delivery of policing effects in support of the 
ADF, our future as members of RACMP has never 
been brighter. It is a great time to be an MP in the 
ADF.
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THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF INVESTIGATIVE 
INTERVIEWING: AN APPLICATION OF NEW PROCEDURES 
TO PAST MISCARRIAGES OF JUSTICE
Corporal Deon Stergiou, Domestic Policing Unit

The pursuit of truth through the practice of 
investigative interviewing in law enforcement 
agencies is the new emphasised cornerstone 
of policing enquiries in the modern world1. With 
avenues of enquiry in criminal investigations directed 
by recollection of events by victims, witnesses and 
suspects; law enforcement officers and academics 
have developed ethical interviewing principles. 
These principles focus on trust and integrity to elicit 
effective interviewee accounts that are admissible 
in a court of law. This campaign has stemmed from 
miscarriages of justice that resulted from aggressive 
police methodology, which views an interviewee 
as a suspect to be interrogated as opposed to an 
individual to be questioned2. 

Throughout history, the roots pertaining to 
miscarriages of justice have been largely attributed to 
obsolete police investigative interviewing practices, 
directed at seeking convictions through criminal 
control, as opposed to seeking the truth through due 
process3. Although police officers of the past may 
make claims that internal and external pressures 
contributed to rushed or aggressive interviewing 
tactics, no excuses warrant the blatant disregard of 
the rule of law that can see innocent people serving 
time for crimes they have been falsely implicated by 
the authorities tasked with their protection4. These 

interviewing shortfalls diminish “credibility within the 
police organisation” which leads to inadmissible 

1  Oxburgh, G. E., Walsh, D., & Milne, B. (2011). The importance of applied research in investigative interviewing: A real-life perspective. Journal 
of Investigative Psychology and Offender Profiling, 8(2), 105-109.

2  Shepherd, E. (2007). Investigative interviewing: The conversation management approach. Oxford, United Kingdom: Oxford University Press
3  Nobles, R., & Schiff, D. (2000). Understanding miscarriages of justice: Law, the media and the inevitability of a crisis. Retrieved from http://

www.oxfordscholarship.com. ezproxy.csu.edu.au/view/10.1093/acprof:oso/9780198298939.001.0001/acprof-9780198298939.
4  Roberts, S. (2003). ‘Unsafe’ convictions: Defining and compensating miscarriages of justice. Modern Law Review, 66(3), 441-451.
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findings in court5. Police agencies have since 
overhauled outdated practice for more ethical 
interviewing tactics that today function around 
the “PEACE” model, with 
organisations in place to 
ensure formal and natural 
compliance of police towards 
an individual’s rights6. PEACE 
stands for; Preparation 
and planning, Engage and 
explain, Account clarification 
and challenge, Closure and 
Evaluation. These cognitive 
and managerial methods will 
be tapped into more detail 
later in the paper, yet to 
appreciate this multifaceted 
model; one must first understand the ingenuity 
behind the process of accumulating information from 
individuals that build reliable testimony, memory.

To facilitate witness accounts that can be placed 
admissibly before courts, police interviewers are 
paramount in the acquisition of event narratives 
through the careful retrieval of memory traces. Fisher 
and Geiselman7 state that interviewees should be 
allowed ample opportunity to recall memory, with 

a patient and compassionate “guided retrieval” 
process to ensure evidential integrity. Investigators 
also need to be cognisant of the ability to remove a 

witness’s “semantic memory”, 
pertaining to details of an 
environment that are known, 
and focus on remembering 
“episodic memory”, pertaining 
to the details of a specific 
past event8 9. Criminal 
incidents occur without a 
person’s natural preparatory 
reactions, which can play 
havoc with initial sensory 
memory. Police need to 
ensure prompt recollection 
of information to prevent 

“memory interference”10. Furthermore, investigative 
interviewers need to be aware that testimony 
from numerous witnesses must not constitute a 
conviction, amplified by forensic psychologist Scott 
Fraser, who states that the brain is only capable of 
storing a few episodic pieces of information and fills 
the gaps with erroneous semantic memory11. Just 
as the force of events can impact on the memory 
of a witness, it can corrupt police judgement just as 
easily. 

5  Miller, S., & Gordon, I. A. (2014). Investigative ethics: Ethics for police detectives and criminal investigators. Retrieved from http://ebookcentral.
proquest.com.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/lib/csuau/detail.action?docID=1662647.

6  Williamson, T. M. (Ed.). (2005). Investigative interviewing: Rights, research, regulation. Retrieved from http://ebookcentral.proquest.com.
ezproxy.csu.edu.au/lib/csuau/detail. action?docID=449733.

7  Fisher, R. P., & Geiselman, E. (1992). Memory enhancing techniques for investigative interviewing: The cognitive interview. Retrieved from 
http://ebookcentral.proquest. com.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/lib/csuau/detail.action?docID=624129.

8  Tulving, E., & Thomson, D. M. (1973). Encoding specificity and retrieval processes in episodic memory. Psychological Review, 80(5), 352-373.
9  Vo, M. L., & Wolfe, J. M. (2010). The interplay of episodic and semantic memory in guiding repeated search in scenes. Cognition, 126(2), 

198-212.
10  Eisen, M. L., Quas, J. A., & Goodman, G. S. (Ed.). (2002). Memory and suggestibility in the forensic interview. Retrieved from http://

ebookcentral.proquest.com.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/lib/csuau/detail.action?docID=234086.
11  TED. (2012, September 10). Scott Fraser: The problem with eyewitness testimony. [Video File]. Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=buhMdC7MO0U.
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The evolution of investigative interviewing reflects a 
new law enforcement era of ethical practice focused 
on a process of enquiry to determine safe admissible 
evidence. The momentum for enhanced law 
enforcement practice worldwide came in the form of 
the “PEACE model” that provided investigators with 
a chronological sequence of actions to maximise 
information gained through trust and rapport12. There 
were contributions throughout numerous disciplines, 
from law enforcement hierarchs to psychological 
academics that developed “cognitive interviewing” 
and “conversation management” principles13 

14. As identified through findings by Williamson15  
and Moston, Stephenson & Williamson16, police 
often found themselves conducting unstructured 
interviews, resulting in poor questioning techniques 
focused on aggressive interrogative approaches that 
yielded inaccurate findings or unsafe confessions. 
Therefore, the emphasis on the first phase of the 
PEACE model, that dictates initial success of an 
interview, is the “preparation and planning” on the 
part of the interviewer which will assist the direction 
and outcome of the interview17. Here, interviewers 
direct a cognitive or managerial approach they 
assess to be the most suitable course of action to 
obtain effective accounts. Having first encountered 
the interviewee, the interviewer should allow a “free 
recall” of the events a person observed and are 
capable of recollecting on the first attempt18. Even 
if not a perfect recount, the interviewer’s function in 
the cognitive process is to facilitate memory retrieval 
by differentiating recall phases. It is during this 
process that interviewers use numerous verbal and 
nonverbal cues that can either assist or detriment 
the interviewee’s account, including the use of 
“open questions” with probed detail as opposed to 

“leading questions”19. While cognitive approaches 
assist the interviewer in gaining accurate information 
of an event, this tactic is often interlinked with the 
conversation management approach of an interview 
in identifying discrepancies or deception by the 
interviewee20. Every case has unique characteristics 
and it is imperative that current interviewing 
procedures remain adaptable to imminent 
challenges.

With the constant developments of investigative 
interviewing methodology, law enforcement cannot 
afford to stagnate on the front of due process. It is 
important that every generation of police officers are 
educated in the importance of ethical interviews and 
enquiries. The ability to ensure that these principles 
are practically upheld remains the responsibility of 
every law enforcement agency and their personnel. 
Application of the PEACE model and its principles 
aims to achieve an investigative interviewing process 
that is firm but fair, upholds the rights of every person 
involved in the investigation, and ensures interviewers 
remain beyond reproach and astute throughout 
enquiries.

12  College of Policing. (2016). Investigation: Investigative interviewing. Retrieved from https://www.app.college.police.uk/app-content/
investigations/investigative interviewing/#peace-framework.

13  Fisher, R. P., & Geiselman, E. (1992). Memory enhancing techniques for investigative interviewing: The cognitive interview. Retrieved from 
http://ebookcentral.proquest. com.ezproxy.csu.edu.au/lib/csuau/detail.action?docID=624129.

14  Milne, R. & Bull, R. (1999). Conversation management. In E. Shepard (Eds.), Investigative interviewing: Psychology and practice (pp. 55-72). 
Retrieved from https://doms.csu.edu.au/csu/file/3b3910b7-9c31-409b-806e-10bfcd9822db/1/milne-r1.pdf.

15  Williamson, T. M. (1993). From interrogation to investigative interviewing: Strategic trends in police questioning. Journal of Community & 
Applied Social Psychology, 3(1), 89-99.

16  Moston, S., Stephenson, G. M., & Williamson, T. M. (1992). The effects of case characteristics on suspect behaviour during police questioning. 
British Journal of Criminology, 32(1), 23-40.

17  Ord, B., Shaw, G., & Green, T. (2015). Investigative interviewing explained (4th ed.). London, United Kingdom: LexisNexis Butterworths.
18  Pescod, L., Wilcock, R., & Milne, R. (2013). Improving eyewitness memory in call centre interviews. Policing: A Journal of Policy and 

Practice,7(3), 299-306.
19  Snook, B., Luther, K., Quinlan, H., & Milne, R. (2012). Let ’em talk! A field study of police questioning practices of suspects and accused 

persons. Criminal Justice and Behaviour, 39(10), 1328-1339.
20  Ioannou, M., & Hammond, L. (2014). The detection of deception within investigative contexts: Key challenges and core issues. Journal of 

Investigative Psychology and Offender Profiling, 12(2), 107-118.
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CURRENT OPERATIONS

Middle East Region Rotation 
27-Australian Defence Force 
Investigative Service

Over the period 13 Feb – 27 Jun, Captain Simon 
Ho deployed as the Officer Commanding Australian 
Defence Force Investigative Service (ADFIS) Middle 
East Region (MER) Rotation 27 with a team of four 
ADF Investigators, Flight Sergeant Harding, Sergeant 
Ritchie, Corporal Grist and Corporal Lodder. ADFIS 
Joint Investigations Office – MER is responsible for 
investigating any notifiable incidents that may involve 
a serious and sensitive, political or media in nature 
matter under the Operational Command of Provost 
Marshal – Australian Defence Force and in support of 
all Middle Eastern Region operations. 

ADFIS MER provided various support to Joint Task 
Force 633 including the execution of Operation 
GREVILLEA, Forensic Medical Examination Kit 
training with ADF medical staff and Military Police 
including training with the International Military Police 
on Disaster Victim Identification. ADFIS Rotation 27 
observed a consistent and successful deployment. 

Operation HIGHROAD in 
Afghanistan - 1st Military Police 
Battalion

The 1st Military Police Battalion (1 MP Bn) currently 
deploys soldiers and officers in a variety of roles that 
contribute to the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation 
(NATO) led Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan, 
known as Operation HIGHROAD and is fulfilled 
by personnel serving within the ADF’s Task Group 
Afghanistan (TG AFG). About 300 Australian 

Corporal Ashleigh Grist and Flight Sergeant Brett Harding.

L to R: Corporal Ashleigh Grist, Captain Liam Hardy, 
Captain Simon Ho and Sergeant Gary Ritchie.
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personnel are deployed on Operation HIGHROAD, 
including positions within the NATO led mission 
providing mentoring and advisory roles, medical, 
force protection, policing and logistic support. 

1 MP Bn supports this mission in roles such as 
the International Military Police that delivers force 
protection effects as well as security and law 
enforcement functions on coalition establishments 
within Kabul and other areas in the region. 1 MP 
Bn develops personnel to provide Close Personal 
Protection to the Commander of TG AFG and 
has deployed personnel in individual embed 
positions in a variety of roles in the Resolute 
Support Headquarters. In recent years, 1 MP Bn 
has deployed members in support of the Afghan 
National Army Officer Academy that plays a key 
role in the development of Afghan’s future leaders, 
by mentoring and advising Afghan instructors 
and trainees within the academy to ensure a best 
practice standard of training and performance is 
achieved for the ‘Sandhurst in the Sand’.

1 MP Bn support to Operation HIGHROAD presents 
an opportunity to apply and demonstrate the 
capability of Military Police in a complex international 
environment and a truly unique prospect to work 
alongside foreign militaries on operations, to foster 
greater relations with our international partners.   

by Captain Liam Hardy.

L to R - Staff-Sergeant Rimas Silanskas (Lithuanian Armed 
Forces), Lieutenant-Colonel Jeffery Shirland (US Army), 
Captain Liam Hardy (Australian) and Sergeant-Major 
Ljupco Stojkov (Macedonian).

Captain Liam Hardy, Headquarters Resolute Support 
International Military Police Commander pictured with the 
Force Protection Group Headquarters staff.

Captain Gabrielle Taylor at the Instructor Afghan National 
Army Officer Academy.
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International Military Policing Unit, 
(IMPU) – Hamid Karzai International 
Airport (North), (HKIA(N))

Corporal Daniel Lickorish, Privates Samson Saussey, 
Paul Smith and Grace Salter deployed as the 
International Military Policing Unit (IMPU) – Hamid 
Karzai International Airport (North), (HKIA(N)), rotation 
seven.

Private Paul Smith, A Coy training with Danish soldiers.

Operation ACCORDION - Kabul airfield.

Operation ACCORDION - General Payenda (ANA), Rear 
Admiral Hatcher Commander JTF 633, Sergeant Cresswell 
in background left.

IMPU rotation seven worked alongside Danish and 
Bosnian Military Police in providing incident response 
and policing within HKIA(N). The IMPU consisting of 
21 members who policed a multinational population 
of approximately 5000 members; Military, civilian and 
local nationals.  

Being a North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 
base, the members worked and policed in the 
international environment of approximately 52 
different nations, providing many challenging and 
varied experiences, whether attempting to simply 
liaise, assist or address personnel. 

All members relished the experience of working 
alongside Danish and Bosnian Military Police 
and realised that there was little difference in the 
fundamentals of Military Law enforcement amongst 
the different nations; however, differences in methods 
and standards was observed. Where possible the 
team provided input on our conduct and/or actions 
to resolve an incident or achieve a result.

Lessons learnt by the team included, patience and 
an appreciation of other nation standard operating 
procedures.

Overall, the deployment was a very positive 
experience thoroughly enjoyed by all members.

Operation ACCORDION – Close 
Personal Protection Operator to 
Commander Joint Task Force 633

In late 2017, I was asked to support the 1st Military 
Police Battalion’s commitment to operations 
in the Middle East by fulfilling the role of Close 
Personal Protection Liaison Officer (CPPLO) to the 
Commander Joint Task Force 633 (COMD JTF 633). 
Having only recently transferred to the reserves, it 
didn’t take much to switch back into the green and 
before I knew it I was running around the oval on 
Gallipoli Barracks doing one of the Commanding 
Officers’ challenges during my Mission Specific 
Training (MST).

I arrived in theatre late March 2018 and received 
a swift handover from the outgoing CPPLO. Very 
quickly I was checked in at the “Big 4 caravan 
park” at Al Minhad Airbase (AMAB) and was soon 
after travelling throughout the Middle East Region 
(MER) again, if a little less frequent than I was used 
to.  The job took me to the usual tourist hotspots 
in Afghanistan and Iraq and the not so usual ones 
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down in Africa and I found it interesting to see how 
the MER (or the Middle East Area of Operations 
(MEAO) as it used to be called) has changed over 
the years. The Coalition is drawing down in Iraq and 
Afghanistan whilst at the same time those nation’s 
military forces are ever growing as is their pride in 
their profession.

Operation ACCORDION - Close Personal Protection Team.

Operation ATLAS. L to R: unknown soldier, Private Hosking, 
Borobi, Private Mackney, Private Walker all D Coy 1 MP Bn.

L to R: Major General Simon Stuart, Corporal Frawley 
Command Warrant Officer Tofts, this photo was taken in 
the VIP presentation area of Force Headquarters on South 
Camp, Sharm El Sheikh, Sinai Peninsula, Egypt.

 Over the months that I was there, many VVIP visits 
came through the MER, including the Chief of the 
Defence Force, the Minister for Defence and the 
Minister for Defence Procurement to name a few. 
Then before I knew it, Sergeant Robertson was 
arriving at the Big 4 and completing his reception, 
staging and on forwarding and integration package 
before receiving his handover and beginning his tour 
of duty.

by Sergeant Stephen Hagan

Operation ATLAS – 
D Company, 1 MP BN

From 25 March to 16 April, D Company from 1 
Military Police Battalion deployed on OP ATLAS in 
support of the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games 
2018. 13 Platoon provided security to the Domestic 
Counter Terrorism Response and 14 Platoon directly 
supported the operation centre gold and Queensland 
Police.

13 Platoon was tasked to deploy a brick patrolling 
and a brick on the Quick Response Force. They also 
managed some excellent concurrent scenario based 
training with 2 Commando Regiment.  

Separately, 14 Platoon conducted vehicle searches, 
targeting contraband and weapons attempting to 

be taken through the various vehicle checkpoints 
at the venue. Additionally they were given the 
opportunity to witness the Queen’s baton, meet the 
Commonwealth Games mascot, Borobi the Koala, 
and watching a few events.

Overall, this was a rewarding experience that 
showcased Military Police capability out to the wider 
military and general public.

Operation MAZURKA

Multinational Force and Observers (MFO) – South/
North Camp, Sharm El Sheikh/El Gorah, Sinai 
Peninsula, Egypt.
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Corporal Luke Frawley of 1 Military Police Battalion 
deployed as the Personal Protection Officer of the 
Australian Force Commander for the MFO. The MFO 
is an international non-United Nations organisation 
established in 1981 to oversee the long standing 
peace agreements in the region, specifically between 
Egypt and Israel.

Within the Force Headquarters, Corporal Frawley 
worked alongside a French Office Manager, an 
American Lawyer, a Canadian Force Sergeant Major, 
a New Zealand Aide-de-Camp, a Czechoslovakian 
Assistant Chief of Staff, an American Chief of 
Staff and an Australian Executive Officer.   Of the 
19 nations within the MFO, a number are fund 
contributing and a number are troop contributing, 

L to R: Captain Jake Corlett, Wing Commander Christopher O’Beirne, Major General Simon Stuart and Command 
Warrant Officer Bob Beaudry, Corporal Luke Frawley, this photo was taken on Anzac Day at the Commonwealth War 
Cemetery in Cairo.

with Australia being a good example of a nation that 
contributes both.

Working alongside the many differing nations, and 
in particular Force Headquarters, was challenging 
at times but overall very rewarding, this was a 
very good example of what can be achieved 
when different nations come together to achieve a 
common goal.      

Overall, this deployment was a very positive 
experience, and will continue to benefit me in the 
future.

by Corporal Luke Frawley
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CURRENT EXERCISES

Exercise POLYGON / HAMEL 18

Exercise POLYGON and Exercise HAMEL occurred 
on schedule from 14 May to 30 June 2018, however 
breaking the mould was the inclusion of a Joint 
Military Police Unit (JMPU) Captain “inside the box” 
as part of the Force Provost Marshal Cell within the 
Combined Joint Task Force Head Quarters. This 
provided the opportunity to test Australian Defence 
Force Investigative Service (ADFIS) procedures in 
a complex, mid to high intensity conflict and reflect 
on how the JMPU can respond to law enforcement 
issues in such an environment. 

 In terms of raw volume, the most significant issue 
faced was repatriation of human remains. Over 
about a four week period the ADF sustained over 
exercise simulated 400 Killed in Action with single 
engagements regularly exceeding 20 casualties and 
likely requiring Disaster Victim Identification (DVI). In 
this context it is likely that every time the MP manual 
or Mortuary Affairs manual mentions “if operationally 
viable” the answer will be that it is not. It is unlikely 
that community expectations will change in the near 
future and the implication is that there is a propensity 
to draw significant MP resources or tolerate 
significant sadness from the Australian community 
by allowing repatriation to take a back seat in a high 
intensity warfighting. 

The activity saw an increased emphasis on non-
lethal effects and information operations by both 
“BLUE” and “RED” resulting in a rapid cycle of 
public messaging across multiple media platforms. 
These platforms were exploited by both terrorist 
groups and conventional advisories on numerous 
occasions by colourfully portraying the monsterism 
of the ADF, using staged videos depicting ADF war 
crimes. This resulted in pressure on commanders to 

put themselves in a vulnerable position by releasing 
counter messaging before exculpatory evidence 
could be gathered. 

Beyond the inherent public relations issues, credible 
allegations have the propensity to indirectly reduce 
combat effectiveness. In instances where whole 
Battle Groups or Combat Teams are implicated in 
an allegation, a decision needs to be made as to 
whether the risk of removing large elements from 
the fight outweighs the damage that will be done to 
moral legitimacy if immediate (visible) action is taken. 
For MP, quick and effective responses are essential 
in mitigating this risk and allowing the commander, 
and the force, to focus on the fight.  

When “RED” war crimes were detected, MP 
became an attractive option for the Commander 
Joint Task Force as an organic asset that can effect 
a timely response, as well as assisting Information 
Operations. There were significant issues with doing 
this, namely the international perception of bias and 
the degree of taint that would follow investigations 
by third parties. This is not to say that we should 
not engage in such activities if Status of Forces 
Agreements allow, but this must be presented to the 
commander as a risk before interfering with a site.

The activity did not highlight anything ground-
breaking for MP policing the force; although new 
technology, social media and communications 
certainly accelerate the effects of some of the 
problems likely to be encountered on similar 
operations. What the activity did reinforce was 
fundamental purpose of MP to enhance command 
and control, that policing in Defence and on 
operations is as much about allowing for sound 
decision making by command as it is about 
maintaining service discipline.
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Exercise WANTOK WARRIOR - 
Military Police Mentoring 
Training Team

Lieutenant Joshua Jelly (Team Leader) Sergeant 
Jocelyn Woolcock, Privates Daniel Clarke-Hannaford 
and Paul Faure A Company, 1 Military Police 
Battalion deployed as the Military Police Mentoring 
Training Team (MP MTT). 

The MP MTT have been fortunate enough to conduct 
integrated mentoring with Papua New Guinea’s 1 
Royal Pacific Islands Regiment (1 RPIR). The MTT 
experienced a broad array of challenges and rewards 
while working alongside 1 Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment and 1 RPIR in the integrated mentoring of 
Papua New Guinea Defence Force (PNGDF) soldiers. 
The MTT where was able to exchange knowledge 
and experience PNGDF culture first hand, which 
included visiting sacred sites such as the Bomana 
War Cemetery and the Kokoda Trail and attending 
a Rugby League pre-season match between the 
Brisbane Broncos and PNG Hunters. 

The MTT had the privilege to become accustomed 
with the lifestyle, structure and everyday challenges 
faced within the 1 RPIR. Previous experiences and 
relationships can have significant flow on effects in 
the future. An example of this is the connections and 
friendships built during my time at the Royal Military 
College, paying dividends, reconnecting with the 
now junior officers of the PNGDF. Because of these 
past relations not only has my time in PNG been 
thoroughly enhanced on a personal level, but on a 
professional level as well.   

Similarly, the PNGDF culture is much more 
receptive to a soft touch approach to mentoring 
and coordination of lessons learnt. Our team found 
that through the arrangement of an informal ‘meet 
and greet’ the members of 1 RPIR, specifically the 
Military Police, have been much more willing to share 
their own views, opinions and past learning.  

During my mentoring experience I have learnt the 
importance of being able to adapt. An example of 
this can be seen in our MP MTT use of language. 
A reoccurring theme within our team involved 
consistent reminders by one another to reinforce 
deliberate and slowed speech. Without this, it could 
have been detrimental to the value of the lessons 
shared. 

I have also learnt the importance of rehearsals and 
the advantages of conducting lessons in a more 
deliberate and systematic manner. This avoided 
rehashing specific points and jumping between 
lessons. As a result, the 1 RPIR members were 
able to effectively assimilate the information being 
passed on. I also found it crucial to not only impart 
my knowledge, but to share each other’s knowledge. 
It’s important when mentoring that you understand 
that we each have ‘a’ way and our way is not ‘the’ 
way. To learn from each other builds better tactics 
techniques and procedures, and then builds on our 
relationship with the PNGDF.”

For more information, check out this link to the 
Cove https://www.cove.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2018/03/Mentoring-Lessons-Learnt-Papua-
New-Guinea.pdf 

by Lieutenant Joshua Jelly

Lieutenant Joshua Jelly.

Sergeant Jocelyn Woolcock.
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Exercise CROIX DU SUD 2018 

1st Military Police Battalion staff participation on 
Exercise CROIX DU SUD 2018. Specifically Captain 
Fedel Palmero deployed to New Caledonia in order 
to perform the duties of Joint Staff Officer Operations 
– Land as an Australian imbed within the French 
Armed Forces in New Caledonia (FANC). 

Ceremony Finale - Captain Fedel Palmero front row.

Exercise CROIX DU SUD, which translates to 
‘Southern Cross’ in French is a multinational training 
activity that is hosted by the French through the 
New Caledonian Armed Forces every two years. The 
aim of the exercise to conduct simulated operations 

within a humanitarian aid frame work and focusing 
on Non-combatant Evacuation Operations by Sea, 
Air and Land manoeuvres. A combined effort of 
roughly 1500 multinational defence personnel, nine 
aircraft and seven navy vessels contributed to the 
continued development and maintenance of France’s 
commitment to humanitarian and disaster relief within 
the Pacific region.

The countries involved normally include Australia, 
Canada, France, Japan, New Zealand, Papua New 
Guinea, Singapore, Tonga, the United Kingdom, the 
United States of America and Vanuatu. Chile and Fiji 
are normally involved as observers. 

by Captain Fedel Palmero

Exercise RIMPAC - Domestic 
Policing Unit

Flight Lieutenant Poyzer from the Australian Defence 
Force Investigative Service and Corporal Marcus 
Patiniotis from the Domestic Policing Unit had the 
opportunity to participate on the Rim of the Pacific 
Exercise, RIMPAC. This included support to Rifle 
Company Butterworth in Malaysia. 

Exercise RIMPAC
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RIMPAC is the world’s largest international maritime 
warfare exercise. RIMPAC is held biennially during 
June and July of even-numbered years from 
Honolulu, Hawaii. It is hosted and administered by 
the United States Navy’s Pacific Fleet, headquartered 
at Pearl Harbor, in conjunction with the Marine 
Corps, the Coast Guard, and Hawaii National Guard 
forces under the control of the Governor of Hawaii. 

The United States normally invites military forces 
from the Pacific Rim, including Australia and beyond 
to participate. The aim of Exercise RIMPAC is to 
enhance interoperability among Pacific Rim armed 
forces in order to promote stability in the region. 
Naturally this is of benefit for all participating nations. 
This exercise provided the two Military Police 
involved with an excellent training opportunity that 
fostered cooperative relationships amongst different 
services and nations

Chief of Army’s Land Forces 
Seminar 2018 

During the period 31 August to 7 September, 31 full 
time and reserve members of the Domestic Policing 
Unit and C Company, 1st Military Police Battalion 
provided security and policing support to the Chief of 
Army’s Land Forces Seminar 2018 (CALFS 18), held 

at the Adelaide Convention Centre (ACC) and various 
external function facilities throughout Adelaide. The 
group was led by Warrant Officer Class Two Michael 
Shewan.  

Building on the success of its two preceding 
seminars in 2014 and 2016, the CALFS 18 certainly 
met its dual goals of providing a platform for 
interaction, and promotion of Australian industry. The 
conference provided an opportunity for engagement 
and exchange of ideas between Army, Defence, 
government, academia and industry, in the national 
interest. 

The three-day exposition combined Defence and 
Army conferences, technical and scientific seminars 
and symposia and a Defence industry exhibition 
promoting 624 companies from 27 countries. It 
attracted a record number of 15,331 attendees from 
throughout Australia and Indo-Pacific.

This event saw the culmination of six months of 
planning, with a significant concentration of Military 
Police members providing a pivotal contribution to 
the security, including a close personal protection 
team for the newly appointed Chief of Army, 
Lieutenant General Rick Burr, AO, DSC, MVO.

CALFS 18, MP Unit with the Chief of Army, Lieutenant General Rick Burr and Corps RSM, Warrant Officer Class One Ken 
Bullman.
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It may be tempting to think of amphibious operations 
as nothing more than land-based operations that 
are initiated from the sea. This, however, would 
both grossly underestimate the complexity inherent 
to amphibious operations and fail entirely to 
acknowledge that they are conducted across both 
land and sea. As the Military Police Liaison Officer 
(MPLO) and Military Police (MP) Platoon Commander 
for Battlegroup (BG) RAM during the recent 
Integrated Sea Land Series (ISLS), which included 
Exercise HAMEL 18 (H18), I was well positioned to 
learn some lessons about this complexity first hand. 
What follows is a very brief synopsis of three of those 
lessons.

A SHORT REFLECTION ON MILITARY POLICE 
OPERATIONS WITHIN THE AMPHIBIOUS ENVIRONMENT
Lieutenant Paul Davy, 1st Military Police Battalion

Building relationships is crucial, but 
solid foundations require honest 
self-appraisal and awareness.

While significant inroads towards improving the 
reputation of MPs have been and continue to be 
made, it must be acknowledged that – at least 
in certain circles – the prospect of having MPs 
attached to your call sign is often greeted with 
something less than a surfeit of enthusiasm. Failure 
to acknowledge this reputation would make dealing 
with the inevitable, good-natured banter difficult and 
probably indicate a significant break with reality; 
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whereas getting on the front foot and acknowledging 
with a broad grin that negative perceptions of MPs 
still remain, opens the door to then explain what MPs 
can do to diminish time on target, increase speed 
of transition, provide specialist law enforcement 
advice and generally work to add value to combat 
operations.

You can’t take it with you (and if 
you can, you’ll have to carry it).

One of the first lessons learned about amphibious 
operations (long before getting anywhere near a 
ship) was that you will never be able to take with you 
everything you want or think you might need – from 
personnel and equipment, down to the items in your 
cabin bag. After the BG RAM S4 (logistics) applied 
a reality filter and cut a swathe through our planned 
numbers for ISLS 18, we were reduced to one MPLO 
and driver, one section of general duties (GD) MPs, 
a military police dog (MPD) pair, two MP specialist 
dog handlers, and… a single, solitary four-seater 
G-wagon 6×6. The consequence of this was that any 
mounted movement would see us partially reliant on 
the spare capacity of the units we were supporting. It 
also forced us to re-assess and adjust how we would 
provide developing MP capabilities such as tactical 
forensics and support to integrated capabilities 
like Forward Exploitation Teams (FEXT) that may 
comprise intelligence personnel, engineers and MPs 
from the dismounted role; not to mention reinforcing 
the undeniable importance of maintaining a high level 
of pack fitness.

Small team integration and 
cohesion is key.

Working in small teams is not a new concept for MP 
soldiers as they will often work in capability bricks 
of four personnel – particularly when operating as 
an Evidence Collection and Recovery Team (ECRT) 
or when supporting a FEXT. For significant parts 
of the ISLS, however, MP elements supporting 
BG RAM were required to integrate individuals or 
pairs into sections or small teams of infantry and 
engineers. This was to provide niche MP capability 
and specialist law enforcement advice where it 
could be best employed. Taking into consideration 
the aforementioned reputation issues MPs are 

sometimes burdened with, it is a credit to the 
character and affability of the soldiers that they were 
able to overcome ingrained pre-conceptions and 
contribute strongly to the teams they supported. 
Of course, credit is also due to the members of BG 
RAM who were highly professional and able to look 
beyond any such pre-conceptions they may have 
held. The integration at soldier level proved highly 
successful, generating improved understanding of 
mutual capabilities, future opportunities for integrated 
training, and generally increased levels of goodwill 
between call signs.

In summary

Amphibious training activities such as the ISLS 
provide MPs with an excellent opportunity to break 
down institutionalised stereotypes and demonstrate 
existing and developing capabilities. Just remember 
to bring a sense of humour, flexible thinking, 
determination to contribute to mission success and 
not too much extraneous kit – like the radar gun and 
ticket book.

This article was posted in Cove.org.au on 10 October 
2018.

The Cove provides a networked approach to 
professional development, a platform for sharing 
ideas and engaging in a broader dialogue about 
relevant issues and concepts.
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Over the period 24 May 2018 – 28 June 2018, D 
Company, 1st Military Police Battalion provided 
two Military Police Dog Teams (MPDT),  to provide 
close support to 8/9th Battalion, Royal Australian 
Regiment, configured as Battle Group Ram, part of 
the Ground Combat Element (GCE) of the Australian 
Army’s Amphibious Task Group (ATG). The GCE 
consisted of approximately 900 personnel from 
a variety of units within 7th Brigade. This Battle 
Group size force element was embarked on HMAS 
Canberra.

This was the first time the MPD capability was 
embarked on the Royal Australian Navy’s Amphibious 
Assault Ships and the first time that MPDTs had 

MILITARY POLICE AMPHIBIOUS OPERATIONS 2018 - 
MILITARY POLICE DOG TEAMS
Sergeant Chris Genn, D Company, 1st Military Police Battalion

conducted large scale amphibious operations. 
This was also the first time that Royal Australian 
Engineers had deployed Explosive Detection Dogs 
(EDD) under the above conditions. 

Key Activities Undertaken

Over the duration of the activity, the MPDTs 
undertook a variety of tasks including; MPD 
capability briefs and demonstrations to all levels 
of command across the ATG, Wet and Dry 
Environmental Rehearsals (WADER), utilising Military 
Reconnaissance Helicopter (MRH) 90 - Taipan and 
CH47 - Chinook Helicopters for Air Insertion and 
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Army Landing Craft Mechanised (LCM8) and Navy 
LCM 1E for surface insertion, conducted by both day 
and night, Canine Casualty Care Briefs to Army and 
Navy Medical personnel, community engagement 
activities within the town of Bowen and providing 
MPD effects.

Outcomes of the Activity

Overall the MPDTs were successful in demonstrating 
MPD and 1 Military Police Battalion Capability, 
particularly in terms of achieving the following: 

Embedding of MPDTs as a part of GCE. This 
was achieved despite several issues arising during 
the planning phase. Military Police and MPDTs did 
not force concentrate with Battle Group RAM until 
3 weeks before embarkation. This lag time lead to 
force-assigned members still having some training 
deficiencies at the time of embarkation. In the event 
that the HMAS Canberra left Australian waters at any 
stage, Import/Export permits from the Department of 
Agriculture and Water resources (DAWR) would be 
required for the MPDs. The compressed timeline and 
funding constraints made this problematic, but not 
impossible as DAWR staff agreed to work outside 
of their allocated timelines when issuing permits. 
Timings also prevented a physical reconnaissance 
of HMAS Canberra IOT confirm suitable kennelling 
options prior to the embarkation of MPDs.  These 
initial issues where overcome through planning 
and liaison between the Military Police Liaison 
Officer (MPLO), MPD subject matter expert and 
HMAS Canberra’s Ships Army Detachment Officer. 
Some issues were also resolved through RFIs to 
Special Operations Command’s SOMWD and CAD 
Capabilities to provide insight into the extended 
embarkation of MWDs on RAN Ships. This allowed 
for the 2 MPDTs to adequately prepare the MPDs 
and all required equipment for embarkation. 

 The key lesson learned from this initial embedding 
was that early integration and force concentration will 
enable all necessary planning and preparations to be 
conducted within the required time frame. Through 
the allocation of funds from Army Headquarters in 
the 18-19 financial year, all suitable MPDTs, prior 
to entering the Ready phase will be DAWR Import/ 
Export prepared. The development of standard 
operating procedures has also been identified as 

a priority to aid future elements in preparing for 
embarkation.

Effective integration into Combat Teams. This 
was successful and largely achieved through the 
MPLO’s inclusion of MPDHs during planning phases, 
the ability of the MPDTs to work unsupervised and 
detached from other MP Call signs, the MPDTs 
experience in incorporating MPD within a Combined 
Arms Combat Team and the ability to achieve this 
within a compressed timeframe.  

Providing Military Police Dog effects in close 
support of Infantry Force Elements across all 
spectrums of conflict. This was achieved through 
MPDHs and the MP Liaison Officer providing MPD 
Capability Briefs to Commanders at all levels within 
the Battle Group. The MPDHs having the ability to 
identify and assess the Commander’s intent and 
by having an intimate understanding of how the 
MPD effects of detect, deter and apprehend could 
enhance the Commander’s plan and mission. 

Conclusion

Despite the initial challenges faced by the 2 MPDTs, 
the accomplishment of embarking the first MPDs 
onto one of the new Amphibious Assault Ships and 
the conduct of the training exercises for the MPDTs 
all provided an excellent opportunity to test new 
concepts and develop procedures for the use of 
MPD’s within an amphibious force.  It provided a 
platform for D Company’s MPD Element to establish 
new relationships with other Combat Units within 7th 
Brigade, whilst providing a platform for the Military 
Police and MPD capabilities to prove its effectiveness 
within an emerging capability that is a priority at the 
strategic level of the ADF.  

This article was posted in Cove.org.au on 10 
October 2018.
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As this issue of the Pointsman will coincide with 
the centenary of the end of the First World War, it is 
appropriate that we remember a military policeman 
who served with distinction throughout that war. 
Lieutenant Colonel William (Bill) Smith was born 
in the Yambuk District of Victoria in 1863. He was 
nearing fifty-two years of age when he enlisted in the 
AIF at the outbreak of war in October 1914. Initially 
enlisting as a lieutenant and Officer in Charge of 
Remounts, which was responsible for the purchase 
and training of horses and mules, he was soon 
appointed as the divisional Assistant Provost Marshal 
(APM).1 

A retired horse breaker, ex-militia officer and a 
serving policeman, as APM he sought out ex-police 
who had already enlisted into other regiments, 
serving members of the Victoria Police and good 

LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM SMITH, DSO, MID: 
ASSISTANT PROVOST MARSHAL OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
IMPERIAL FORCES
Trevor Munro

horsemen with previous military experience. It is 
probably not surprising, therefore, that by the arrival 
of the second contingent in Egypt in late January 
1915, most of the mounted military police (MMP) in 
the AIF had been either civil policemen, veterans of 
the South African War, or both. 

At Gallipoli landing, Captain Smith came ashore 
with the divisional headquarters just after dawn and 
was immediately at work with his divisional MMPs 
bringing order to what was a very confused situation 
on the beach: men were continually being separated 
from their units due to the nature of the landing; 
stragglers and casualties were commencing to flow 
back to the beach in great numbers; hospitals and 
dressing stations were being hastily established 
and headquarters locations dug in, and throughout 
all of this tons of stores and equipment were being 

A group portrait of the staff of Headquarters, 1st Australian Division in Egypt, early 1915. Lieutenant William Smith is standing 
at the top, left of the picture. (AWM G01606).
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continually off-loaded onto an already dangerously 
overcrowded beach which was under regular 
enemy bombardment.2 The police began to take 
casualties from before dawn on the first day, with 
Smith receiving a shrapnel wound on the beach. 3  
For his work in the first few days after the landing, 
Major Smith received a “Mentioned in Despatches”. 
It is from the citation for this award that we gain an 
appreciation of the duties of the APM at this time:

“This officer has been on duty from the date of 
landing...along the whole length of the beach, and 
has also been employed in disembarking drafts and 
conducting them to sections of the defences. He 
has repeatedly been under the crossfire of enemy 
guns and has carried out his onerous duties calmly 
and coolly, setting an excellent example. His services 
were of great value during the pressure caused by 
congestion of the wounded...” 4 

Smith, together with Major C.H.J. Brown, APM of 
the New Zealand & Australia Division, often worked 
together under the command of Lieutenant Colonel 
Edmund Bowler, a New Zealand officer and Corps 
APM until February 1916. 5   

Back in Egypt the AIF rested, reorganised and 
doubled in size. During this time Smith was attached 
to Anzac Corps Headquarters assisting to re-equip 
the AIF. Moving to France with the AIF in early 1916, 
he was appointed APM, Headquarters Anzac (later 
Australian) Corps, a position he would retain for 
the remainder of the war. Promoted to Lieutenant 
Colonel, and appointed Commanding Officer, Anzac 

General Birdwood (front) with Lieutenant Colonel Smith (centre) riding through the gates of Corps HQ, Henencourt Chateau, 
about March 1917 (AWM E02011).

Provost Corps, French Section, 6  in 1917, he also 
remained as APM Australian Corps, and was again 
Mentioned in Despatches for his “good work in 
organising the traffic arrangements under most 
difficult conditions on the Somme Front, frequently 
under shell fire.” 

For his service in France Lieutenant Colonel Smith 
was awarded the Distinguished Service Order (DSO) 
and was Mentioned in Despatches on four separate 
occasions. Smith’s DSO citation reads:

“On the 25th September 1917, Lieutenant Colonel 
SMITH, A.P.M. of the corps hearing that the traffic on 
the YPRES-MENIN Road was gravely disorganised 
by shell fire proceeded on his own initiative to the 
spot. Heavy enemy shelling had set dumps and 
transport on fire and thoroughly upset the traffic, 
but Lieutenant Colonel SMITH by his courage and 
example, restored the traffic and thereby saved both 
life and material and ensured the arrival of much 
needed ammunition at the guns.”

Because of his early enlistment, Smith became 
eligible for 1914 Special Leave and returned to 
Australia in late 1918. His appointment in the AIF 
was terminated on 21 February 1919.

Upon his return home, William Smith returned to his 
previous employment with the Victorian Police Force, 
retiring in October 1921. The final note on his police 
file summed up his service, both military and police: 
“Has been a reliable and highly efficient member 
of the service.” William Smith died at Brunswick, 
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1 Initially, Captain (The Marquis) de L. de Bucy was appointed as 
DAPM; however, he was soon replaced by Captain Smith.

2 See Bean, Official History, vol.2, pp.351-3 & pp.356-9.
3  For examples of how dangerous the beach was, see Bean, Official 

History, vol.1, p.551, and Bean’s diary, AWM 38 3DRL 606 Item 10.
4  See AWM 28 for HQ 1st Aust. Div., award dated 5 November 1915.
5 For the duties of the APMs see General HQ Instruction dated 18 

November 1915, titled ‘Duties of the Assistant Provost Marshals 
and Military Police’, AWM 25 807/1.

6 With the formation of the Anzac Provost Corps, three separate 
detachments were created: UK, Egypt and France.

Melbourne, in February 1949, he was 86 years of 
age. He was survived by his daughter, Ethel, and 
son, William junior. 

Mention in despatches
Information from the Australian War 
Memorial webpage

Origin
One of the oldest Imperial forms of recognition 
for bravery or distinguished service is when a 
serviceman or servicewoman was Mentioned in 
Despatches. A despatch is an official report, written 
by a senior commander in the field to pass on 
information about the progress of military operations. 
Commanders would include in their despatches the 
names of those deserving attention to their services. 
Mentions may be for a specific act of bravery or for 
a period of outstanding service. During the Boer War 
it became common practice to list the names at the 
end of a despatch.

If your name appeared in these lists you were 
said to have been “Mentioned in Despatches”. 
The despatches were usually published in The 
London Gazette, so a mention equated to a public 
commendation.

This and the Victoria Cross were the only forms of 
recognition for gallantry or distinguished service in 
action that could be made posthumously.

Recognition of mentions
Prior to 1919 those Mentioned in Despatches did 
not receive any form of recognition other than having 
their names published in The London Gazette. In 
1919 a certificate was introduced to acknowledge 
those who received mention.

The following year an emblem of 
bronze oak leaves was issued 
to individuals who had been 
Mentioned in Despatches between 
4 August 1914 and 10 August 
1920. The device was to be worn 
at a low angle in the centre of 
the ribbon of the Victory Medal. 
Only one device was awarded per 
person, even if an individual was 
mentioned more than once.

After the First World War the 
emblem was changed to a single 
bronze oak leaf. Emblems granted 
for mentions during the Second 
World War were worn in the centre of the 1939–1945 
War Medal. For those Mentioned in Despatches 
between the two world wars, or after the cessation 
of hostilities in the Second World War, the emblem 
was worn on the ribbon of an appropriate general 
service medal.

Australians Mentioned in Despatches
Lieutenant Sparrow and Corporal Reddie, both 
of the New South Wales Infantry, were Mentioned 
in Despatches sent by Lieutenant General Sir G. 
Graham to General Lord Wolseley for 30 May 1885. 
Graham praised the Camel Corps and named these 
men as among those “whom I would notice”.

Two weeks later, in a despatch to the Secretary of 
State for War, General Lord Wolseley named four 
officers of the Australian contingent as “deserving 
of special mention”: Colonel J.S. Richardson, 
Lieutenant Colonel W.W. Spalding, Major Mackenzie, 
and Major Morris.

Many Australian Defence Force personnel were 
Mentioned in Despatches during the First and 
Second World Wars. Their names were published in 
The London Gazette and also the Commonwealth of 
Australia Gazette.  

This tradition continued in Australia until the end 
of the Vietnam War, but was phased out with the 
introduction of the Australian system of honours 
and awards in 1975. More than 15,000 Australian 
Defence Force personnel were Mentioned in 
Despatches.

Victory Medal 
with oak leaves 
emblem attached 
to ribbon.  
C268446.
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awareness and 
an ability to solve 
complex problems. 
His ability to provide 
detailed, timely and 
pragmatic solutions 
to complex problems 
was invaluable during 
unprecedented 
change across the 
MF. Similarly, he 
made significant 
contributions 

to the development and enhancement of the 
Australian Contingent force protection posture, and 
the implementation of increased force protection 
equipment, training and skills enhancement across the 
tri-Service contingent.

Commendation for 
Distinguished Service - 
Brigadier Cheryl Pearce, AM 

In the Queens Birthday 
2018 Honours List, 
Brigadier Cheryl 
Pearce AM, RACMP 
Head of Corps 
was commended 
for distinguished 
performance of 
duties as the 
Commander Task 
Group Afghanistan, 
Operation HIGHROAD 
from February 2016 
to November 2016. 

She consistently demonstrated superior achievement 
through impressive leadership and exemplary devotion 
to duty, outstanding relationship building skills and 
adept strategic acumen. Her performance significantly 
contributed to advancing Australia’s support to 
coalition operations in Afghanistan in a challenging and 
contested operational environment.

Chief of Joint Operations 
Silver Commendation – 
Major Jason Urquhart 

Major Jason Urquhart was commended for exemplary 
service on operations from May 2015 to November 
2015 while serving as the Australian Contingent 
Operations Officer and the Multinational Force and 
Observers (MFO) Senior Staff Officer Plans (CJ35-
1), Sinai, Egypt. As the Senior Staff Officer Plans he 
made significant contributions to Force Protection, 
MFO North Camp Defensive Plans, and Operation 
RUBICON. He consistently demonstrated his highly 
effective planning and coordination skills, tactical 

HONOURS AND AWARDS

Brigadier Cheryl Pearce AM, 
RACMP. Head of Corps.

Major Jason Urquhart.

Chief of Joint Capabilities 
Silver Commendation – 
Captain Ian Anton

Captain Ian Anton was 
awarded a Chief of 
Joint Capabilities Silver 
Level Commendation 
for his exemplary 
conduct in performing 
his duties as a 
member of the ADF 
Military Police Reform 
Implementation 
Team. Specifically, 
Captain Anton’s 
tireless devotion to 

information management and exceptional contribution 
to the future organisational structure proved critical to 
the successful endorsement at the Chiefs of Service 
Committee.

Captain Ian Anton.
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Chief of Joint Capabilities 
Silver Commendation – 
Sergeant James Lloyd 

Sergeant James Lloyd 
was commended 
for his tireless efforts 
and exemplary 
performance in 
carrying out his duties 
as a Team Leader with 
the Joint Military Police 
Unit, Joint Investigation 
Office Sydney. 

His exceptional 
contribution to the 

investigation of an armed robbery at the Australian 
Defence Credit Union within Royal Australian Air 
Force Base, Richmond, contributed to protecting the 
good order, discipline and reputation of the Australian 
Defence Force.

Under complex circumstances, his application of 
investigative skill set and exemplary professionalism 
were nothing short of outstanding. Through 
his decisiveness and policing proficiency, he 
produced work of excellence fostering effective and 
comprehensive investigative service delivery. 

His achievements are in keeping with the finest 
traditions of the Australian Regular Army and the 
Australian Defence Force.

Chief of Joint Capabilities 
Bronze Commendation - 
Sergeant Shawn Phillips 

Sergeant Phillips was awarded a Chief of Joint 
Capabilities Bronze Commendation for his performance 
in the conduct of his responsibilities as the Operational 
Safety Policing Training Supervisor within the Joint 
Military Police Unit. 

His devotion to duty and tireless contribution to the 
management of Operational Safety Training, has 
enhanced the interoperability of the Military Police 
capabilities within the ADF. His exceptional leadership 
and commitment to the development of Operational 
Safety Training has single-handily led to a significant 
improvement in training conformity and compliance.

Sergeant James Lloyd.

Throughout his 
duty, he consistently 
demonstrated and 
applied a high degree 
of training expertise 
and technical 
knowledge to his 
trade, which proved 
instrumental in 
remediating capability 
gaps and training 
deficiencies within the 
Joint Military Police 

Unit. His ability to build and strengthen relationships 
across various Australian policing jurisdictions has 
proved vital to the unprecedented procurement of 
enhanced personal protection equipment, designed to 
protect our people in the conduct of their duty. 

His performance and achievements are of the highest 
order and in keeping with the finest traditions of the 
Australian Army and Australian Defence Force.

Commander Forces Command 
Silver Commendation - 
Major Jason Urquhart

Major Jason Urquhart 
was commended for 
excellent achievement 
and devotion to 
duty as the Officer 
Commanding, D 
Company, 1st Military 
Police Battalion in 
the application of 
initiative, technical 
expertise, knowledge 
and leadership. 
Throughout his tenure 

of command he unceasingly displayed superlative 
initiative, enterprise and devotion to duty.  By his 
actions, leadership and clear direction, he developed 
and advanced the Battalion’s capabilities across the 
spectrum of Specialist Law Enforcement tasks; this 
advancement has a direct impact on the Battalion’s 
deployable capabilities and thus those military policing 
capabilities of Australia.

Sergeant Shawn Phillips and PM 
ADF, Colonel Nick Surtees.

Major Jason Urquhart.
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2018 Soldier’s Medallion for 
Exemplary Service 

Four Military Police soldiers were recognised for 
outstanding achievements, being awarded the 2018 
Soldier’s Medallion for Exemplary Service.

The Soldier’s Medallion for Exemplary Service 
is awarded to eligible junior ranks who have 
demonstrated exemplary service well above that 
expected of soldiers in the performance of their 
duties in the last 12 months. Their respective 
citations bore testament to their individual 
professionalism and dedication to duty across the 
spectrum of Military Police operations.

Chief of Army’s ‘Jonathan Church 
Ethical Soldier’ Award 

Trooper Jonathan Church 
was the Australian soldier 
cradling an African child 
in the iconic image taken 
during the 1995 United 
Nations Assistance 
Mission in Rwandan. 
The circumstances 

surrounding his involvement and conduct personify 
Army’s core values. His legacy remains a compelling 
example of the ethical soldier to which all officers and 

PTE Mason Bowdler 
Domestic Policing 

Unit - Kapook

PTE Benjamin Langford 
B Company, 1st Military 

Police Battalion

PTE Janine Green 
C Company, 1st Military 

Police Battalion

PTE Daiman Riding 
D Company, 1st Military 

Police Battalion

RSM Army Warrant Officer Class One McFarlane, OAM, 
Lance Corporal Weick, Chief of Army Lieutenant General 
Burr, AO, DSC, MVO.

soldiers should aspire. The Chief of Army’s ‘Jonathan 
Church Ethical Soldier’ award was established in 
2014 and the purpose of the award is to inculcate 
the ethos of the ethical soldier. 

Private Samual Weick of the 1st Military Police 
Battalion was recognised in 2017 for his exemplary 
performance as an Australian Soldier and selected to 
receive the Jonathan Church Ethical Soldier Award 
in 2017. He consistently demonstrated the core 
values every Australian soldier aspires to by being 
a respectful and courageous leader, who takes the 
initiative, and works for the team.

In particular, Private Weick set and maintained the 
highest standards across all areas of soldiering 
through living the Army’s values of Courage, Initiative, 
Respect and Teamwork to achieve exceptional 
outcomes.

Private Weick’s dedication to duty, application of skill, 
determination and innovative approach toward the 
1st Military Police Battalion’s capability earned him 
the trust of superiors and the respect of his peers. 
His personal initiative, coupled with his dedication 
and motivation, emphasised the issues surrounding 
veteran mental health and highlighted the work being 
done by veterans in the community. In doing so, he 
embodied the key values of this award; Courage, 
Initiative, Respect and Teamwork.

Private Weick became a role model for those around 
him, fostering high morale and devotion to duty while 
providing leadership of the highest order. In October 
2017, Private Weick was promoted to Lance 
Corporal and continues to serve in the 1st Military 
Police Battalion.
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Colonel JE Cook RACMP 
prize – June & December 2018 

This prize, which is named after our longest serving 
Colonel Commandant, recognises the Staff Cadet 
graduating to the Corps who has achieved the top 
marks in their studies at the Royal Military College - 
Duntroon and who, as a result, is the highest ranking 
on the Queen’s Medal list.

Royal Australian Corps of Military 
Police Soldier of the Year Award 

The Royal Australian Corps of Military Police 
Soldier of the Year Award recognises exceptional 
performance by RACMP soldiers from Private to 
Corporal. The award was first announced in April 
2016 and is now the single Corps award presented 
by the Head of Corps. The recipient is announced 
on the Corps birthday each year and represents their 
performance for the previous year. 

Corporal Samantha Mackie - Defence Force 
School of Policing

Corporal Samantha Mackie was awarded the Royal 
Australian Corps of Military Police Soldier of the 
Year 2017 for her dedication to duty and leadership 
as an instructor at the Defence Force School of 
Policing. She has demonstrated an exceptional 
work ethic through her commitment to extra hours 
of instructional duties conducting lesson rehearsals, 
supporting trainees through difficult personal 
situations, conducting additional training, mentoring 
and coaching. Corporal Mackie’s commitment to the 
development of the trainees was pivotal in enabling 
the Defence Force School of Policing to deliver 
the highest quality training to the newest Military 
Police members within the competitive tri-service 
environment.

Lieutenant Joshua Baker. Lieutenant Nicholas Woods.

‘Corporal Samantha Mackie and Corps Regimental  
Sergeant Major, Warrant Officer Class One Ken Bullman.

Corporal Caleb Shields – Domestic Policing Unit

Corporal Caleb Shields was awarded the Royal 
Australian Corps of Military Police Soldier of 
the Year 2016 in recognition of his outstanding 
professionalism and devotion to duty whilst 
a member of the Domestic Policing Unit. He 
demonstrated commendable efforts in the fields of 
minor criminal investigation, discipline patrolling and 
security duties. Corporal Shileds performed higher 
duties by commanding the Military Police Station 
Kapooka. His achievements directly contributed to 
the operational success of the Domestic Policing 
Unit and the professional development of his 
subordinates.

Corporal Felipe Curihaul Herrera – 1st Military 
Police Battalion

Corporal Felipe Curihaul Herrera was awarded the 
Royal Australian Corps of Military Police Soldier of 
the Year 2015 in recognition of his military leadership 
and ethics whilst a member of the 1st Military Police 
Battalion. He demonstrated superior initative to 
accept a position of greater responsibility at a time 
of increasing operational tempo and organisational 
change. Corporal Curihaul Herrera established strong 
relationships with the supported units of the 3rd 
Combat Brigade and as a detachement commander 
with the Rifle Company Butterworth worked tirelesly 
to achieve operational success for the 1st Military 
Police Battalion which directly contributed to the 
operational success of the Battalion.
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Provost Marshal – Australian 
Defence Force Commendation - 
Sergeant Teagan Gimm 

Sergeant Teagan 
Gimm, who is a 
Training Supervisor, 
Australian Defence 
Force Investigative 
Service, was 
awarded a PM ADF 
Commendation for 
her outstanding 
performance 
whilst posted to 
the Operations 
Commitments 

and Training Cell within the Joint Military Police 
Unit. During the 2018 period, SGT Gimm was 
appointed as a Training Supervisor and immediately 
demonstrated a thorough understanding of the 
planning and execution considerations required for 
Military Police operations. Furthermore, her efforts 
in developing the Disaster Victim Identification 
capability, including administrative requirements and 
equipment procurement, has greatly enhanced the 
unit’s ability to operate in this environment in the 
future. SGT Gimm’s initiative and work ethic have 
been integral to enhancing both the units operational 
capability and culture. 

Commander JTF 633 
Bronze Commendation - 
Captain Fedel Palmero

Captain Palmero 
was commended 
for his noteworthy 
performance as the 
Schools Advisor, 
Special Operations 
Advisory Group 
- Afghanistan, 
while deployed 
on Operation 
HIGHROAD from 
25 April 2017 to 16 
November 2017. 

Sergeant Teagan Gimm.

CAPT Palmero’s support to the Afghan senior 
leadership in order to meet their strategic aims was 
commendable. His actions enhanced Australia’s 
reputation amongst troop contributing nations 
within the NATO RESOLUTE SUPPORT mission 
and his dedication to duty improved the standards 
of instruction and enhanced Special Police Unit 
training delivery. The actions have resulted in positive 
domestic and international media coverage of the 
General Command of Police Special Units.

United States Army Commendation 
Medal – Captain Fergus Trappitt

Captain Trappitt was 
awarded the Army 
Commendation 
Medal for meritorious 
service as the 
combined joint 
operations centre 
shift director while 
deployed in support 
of the Operation 
RESOLUTE support 
mission. He led 
and influenced a 

94 soldier Combined Joint Operations Centre that 
battle tracked over 640 Afghan National Defence 
Security Forces unilateral, enabled and partnered 
operations and special operations. His outstanding 
performance, expertise and dedication to duty 
significantly enhanced the success of the unit’s 
mission during military operations.

Captain Fedel Palmero.

Captain Fergus Trappitt.
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NEW CORPS MEMBERS

LCPL Izaak Sammut CPL Andrew Itoy

Royal Military College Duntroon 2018 Graduands (June & December 2018)

Service Police Initial Employment Training Course 9

LT Joshua Baker LT Nicholas Woods LT Wade Millwood

PTE Serena Bartkowski

PTE Christopher Bray PTE Nicholas Brown PTE Hannah Chalker
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PTE Jeshua Garlick

PTE Jessica Czauderna

PTE Jacob Cribb

PTE Jaye Deva

PTE Maddison Gissing

PTE Meagan Crookson

PTE Brianna Dunn

PTE Cassandra Kenny

PTE Grady Featherstone

PTE Savannah Hansen

PTE Thomas Churchill

PTE Nadia Knox
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PTE Nicola McCLoskey

PTE Shannon Robertson

PTE Sean Trotter

PTE William Papworth

PTE Michael Stancombe

PTE Louis Peoples

PTE Matthew Perkins PTE Ellen Russell

PTE Claire ThomasPTE Dylan Sheriff
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Service Police Initial Employment Training Course 10

PTE Charley Gledhill

PTE Christian Clay

PTE Danielle Higgins

PTE Jennifer Atonio-Tuitea PTE Marcus Baggaley PTE Jarrad Brown

PTE Tiffany Dibella PTE Samantha Dorries

PTE Samantha Findlay PTE Kurt Gerahty

PTE Thomas IbbotsonPTE Justin Harrison
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PTE Kassandra Pollock

PTE Lucy McCreadie

PTE Sarah Mitchell PTE Rebecca Roussis

PTE Benjamin SprottPTE Annette Sindiga

PTE Annie Lambert

PTE Dylan Tandori

PTE Erinn Tierney PTE Hayley Topez

PTE Emily Kapernick

PTE Tina Vanderwerf
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PTE Jacinta WilliamsPTE Whitney Van Gestel PTE Beata Wawrzynowicz
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After more than 20 years located deep within Lamia 
Barracks at the Defence Police Training Centre, it 
was recently decided to re-locate the Australian 
Army Military Police Museum to the heritage precinct 
near the main entrance to Holsworthy Barracks. The 
proposal was endorsed by our Head of Corps and 
warmly received by Estate and Infrastructure Group. 
While the Lamia Barracks site has been serviceable 
for many years, public visitation has become 
increasingly difficult. The new location will include 
a complete refurbishment of the exhibitions which 

AUSTRALIAN ARMY MILITARY POLICE MUSEUM
Mr Neil Dailey, Manager Army Heritage, Australian Army History Unit and 
Major Craig Joce, Staff Officer Grade Two to Head of Corps

Depicting current AAMPM location.

will enhance the preservation and protection of the 
collection. Increased visitor numbers are anticipated 
due to its new location close to the main entrance 
of Holsworthy Barracks and the Australian Army 
Military Museum of Engineers. Two P1 Type Huts i 
(history within themselves) have been set aside to 
best show case the RACMP history. In addition, as 
the Holsworthy Heritage precinct infrastructure plan 
develops, the museum will be considered as part of 
the plan for future relocation.

i P1 Huts are an important icon of Australia’s participation in WWII. During WW1 most training by Australian troops took place overseas so 
there was little need for extensive military establishments in Australia. Australia’s participation in WWII meant there was a greater demand for 
military training schools. The personnel accommodation facilities, which up until that time had been military tents, needed to be enlarged. 
The solution was the P1 Type Hut, an effective and inexpensive building that could sleep up to twenty men. Tens of thousands of P1 Huts 
were built across Australia between 1939 and 1945. Initially they were designed as temporary accommodation, but their adaptability and 
strength made them the backbone of general military accommodation for fifty years. When the Army expanded again during the Vietnam 
War, an updated version of the P1 Hut was fabricated at Puckapunyal.
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Depicting P1 Type Huts future AAMPM location.

The Army History Unit was raised and assumed 
responsibility for Army’s network of museums in 
March 1998, which of course included our museum. 
Since that time, the museum has operated with 
a modest establishment of Army Reserve staff 
and a small cadre of volunteers. While the Army 
Reserve staff have always been committed to the 
development of the museum, none have been 
Military Police. It is hoped that this trend will change 
in the near future. Fortunately, the ranks of the 
volunteers have included many retired Military Police. 
A great deal of thanks must go to all these people 
for their efforts across two decades. We will now 
heavily rely on this group to undertake the pack-up 
and move of the collection to the new site and then 
re-establish normal operations.

The design and installation of new exhibitions will 
be a team effort of Headquarters Army History Unit, 
selected members of RACMP as well as current 
staff and volunteers of the museum. New display 
cases have been purchased and image and object 
selection is underway. Of course, the themes and 
stories are of primary concern and the Army History 
Unit team is being assisted by members of the Corps 
including Warrant Officer Class One Ken Bullman, 
RACMP Regimental Sergeant Major, Major Craig 
Joce, Staff Officer Grade Two to Head of Corps 
and a recent addition to the team, Major James 

Bell, Officer Commanding Australian Army Infantry 
Museum. While some minor work is required in the 
buildings to be occupied, Estate and Infrastructure 
Group are assisting and this work should be 
completed by the end of 2018. It is our aim to have 
the new museum ready to be opened in April 2019 
to coincide with the Corps birthday. Like all museum 
collections, there are gaps and the Army History Unit 
would urge any current or former members who may 
have heritage items of interest to consider a donation 
to our Corps collection. Point of contact is MAJ 
James Bell who can be reached on james.bell4@
defence.gov.au.
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The Military Police Association of Australia (MPAA) 
was incorporated in 2004 and we are very proud 
that membership now exceeds 500 members.  It is 
a national association which extends membership 
to current and former serving members of the Royal 
Australian Corps of Military Police and recognised 
affiliates.

The MPAA exists and operates primarily to foster 
communication and camaraderie between members 
past and present. The Association works hard to 
improve the overall welfare of all members and to 
enhance the quality of life and security of members 
by the provision of support, information and 
assistance.

It actively commemorates our rich history and 
provides a central point of contact for serving and 
former members of the Military Police through 
activities such as information exchanges and 
updates (especially on service welfare reforms 

MILITARY POLICE ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA

and pensions),  ANZAC Day marches and local 
gatherings and meetings, and the MPAA’s reunion 
(next scheduled for 5-7 April 2019 in Brisbane).  

Membership is open to all serving or former service 
police, regardless of rank, including former members 
of a service police or similar Corps of the Armed 
Forces of any allied nation. 

To become a member, you can apply directly online 
at https://www.mpaa.org.au/membership or you can 
also download the form and submit via mail. 

For more information please contact the MPAA via 
one of the below means:

Telephone: 0437 100 575

Email: milpolassocaus@gmail.com

Web: https://www.mpaa.org.au
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One of my responsibilities as Deputy Provost Marshal 
- Army is the Presidency of the RACMP Foundation 
including the Corps Shop account. With the 
impending transition of the Office of Provost Marshal 
– Army to the Joint Military Police Unit, it seems 
opportune to use the reinvigoration of the Pointsman 
Journal to provide you with an update on both of 
these Regimental matters.

Since its establishment, the RACMP Foundation 
has recruited only 35 members and none since 
2014. There are no ongoing contributions and the 
Foundation’s only source of income is from donations 
and limited sales of surplus Corps Shop stock. 
Although set up with great intentions, it is clear that 
the Foundation has run its course. Following an Audit 
in September this year, the Military Police Executive 
Committee recently endorsed reversion of the 
Foundation account to a Corps Fund, which will be 
sustainably managed as a small fund in accordance 
with Army’s newly-published Non-Public Moneys 
Account Manual. The Corps Fund will attract income 
from sales of RACMP products through The Military 
Shop and will continue to fulfil the obligations of the 
Foundation to support Corps awards, presentations 
and recognition of Service. 

The Corps Shop was closed in November 2016 and 
the surplus stock, comprising mostly obsolete items, 
was transferred from the Defence Force School of 
Policing to the Office of Provost Marshal – Army in 
2017. Since that time the sale of a few items has 
produced a limited income source to the RACMP 
Foundation and I have been conducting a ‘fire sale’ 
to accelerate the gains from this source before my 
appointment is disestablished. Looking forward, it 
was clear that with the closure of the Office of the 

RACMP FOUNDATION AND CORPS SHOP UPDATE
Major George Acheson-Thom, BEM, Deputy Provost Marshal - Army

Provost Marshal – Army that the burden of running 
our own shop was no longer sustainable. Instead 
an agreement has been struck with The Military 
Shop for them to sell an extensive range of Corps-
badged products at a small discount through their 
online portal with a percentage of the value of sales 
also being donated by The Military Shop to the 
Army Relief Trust Fund and the RACMP Fund. This 
represents the optimum outcome and I encourage 
all readers to support the Corps Fund through such 
online purchases. Further details can be found on the 
RACMP Intranet site. 
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Private Emma Molloy & ‘Max’, D Company, 1 MP Battalion.



DPS-LAVERTON


